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Abstract | We present an overview of ad-hoc routing proto-

cols that make forwarding decisions based on the geographical position of a packet's destination. Other than the destination's position, each node needs to know only its own
position and the position of its one-hop neighbors in order
to forward packets.

Since it is not necessary to maintain

explicit routes, position-based routing does scale well even
if the network is highly dynamic. This is a ma jor advantage
in a mobile ad-hoc network where the topology may change
frequently.

The main prerequisite for position-based rout-

ing is that a sender can obtain the current position of the
destination. Therefore, recently proposed location services
are discussed in addition to position-based packet forwarding strategies.

We provide a qualitative comparison of the

approaches in both areas and investigate opportunities for
future research.
Index Terms | Position-based routing, location service, ad-

hoc networks, mobile computing.

I. Introduction

In recent years the widespread availability of wireless
communication and handheld devices has stimulated the
research on self-organizing networks that do not require
a pre-established infrastructure. These ad-hoc networks,
as they are commonly called, consist of autonomous nodes
that collaborate in order to transport information. Usually,
these nodes act as endsystems and as routers at the same
time.
Ad-hoc networks can be sub-divided into two classes:
static ad-hoc networks and mobile ad-hoc networks. In
static ad-hoc networks the position of a node may not
change once it has become part of the network. Typical
examples are rooftop networks [BVGLA99]. For the remainder of this work we will solely focus on mobile ad-hoc
networks.
In mobile ad-hoc networks, systems may move arbitrarily. Examples where mobile ad-hoc networks may be employed are the establishment of connectivity among handheld devices or between vehicles. Since mobile ad-hoc networks change their topology frequently and without prior
notice, routing in such networks is a challenging task. We
distinguish two di erent approaches: topology-based routing and position-based routing.
Topology-based routing protocols use the information
about the links that exist in the network to perform packet
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forwarding. They can be further divided into proactive,
reactive, and hybrid approaches.
Proactive algorithms employ classical routing strategies such as distance-vector routing (e.g., DSDV [PB94])
or link-state routing (e.g., OLSR [JMQ+ 01] and TBRPF
[BRT01]). They maintain routing information about the
available paths in the network even if these paths are not
currently used. The main drawback of these approaches is
that the maintenance of unused paths may occupy a signi cant part of the available bandwidth if the topology of
the network changes frequently [DCY00].
In response to this observation, reactive routing protocols were developed, for example DSR [JM96], TORA
[PC97], and AODV [PR99]. Reactive routing protocols
maintain only the routes that are currently in use, thereby
reducing the burden on the network when only a small subset of all available routes is in use at any time. However,
they still have some inherent limitations. First, since routes
are only maintained while in use, it is typically required to
perform a route discovery before packets can be exchanged
between communication peers. This leads to a delay for the
rst packet that is to be transmitted. Second, even though
route maintenance for reactive algorithms is restricted to
the routes currently in use, it may still generate a significant amount of network traÆc when the topology of the
network changes frequently. Finally, packets en route to
the destination are likely to be lost if the route to the destination changes.
Hybrid ad-hoc routing protocols such as ZRP [HP01]
combine local proactive routing and global reactive routing
in order to achieve a higher level of eÆciency and scalability. However, even a combination of both strategies still
needs to maintain at least those network paths that are
currently in use, limiting the amount of topological changes
that can be tolerated within a given amount of time. A survey and comparison of topology-based approaches can be
found in [RT99] and [BMJ+ 98]. In the following we will
focus exclusively on position-based routing.
Position-based routing algorithms eliminate some of the
limitations of topology-based routing by using additional
information. They require that information about the
physical position of the participating nodes be available.
Commonly, each node determines its own position through
the use of GPS or some other type of positioning service
[Kap96], [CHH01], a survey of these methods can be found
in [HB01]. A location service is used by the sender of a
packet to determine the position of the destination and to
include it in the packet's destination address.

The routing decision at each node is then based on the
destination's position contained in the packet and the position of the forwarding node's neighbors. Position-based
routing does thus not require the establishment or maintenance of routes. The nodes neither have to store routing tables nor do they need to transmit messages to keep
routing tables up-to date. As a further advantage positionbased routing supports the delivery of packets to all nodes
in a given geographic region in a natural way. This type of
service is called geocasting [NI97].
In this paper we present a survey of position-based routing for mobile ad-hoc networks. We outline the main problems that have to be solved for this class of routing protocols and we present the solutions that are currently available.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in
Section II we present the basic idea of position-based addressing and routing and give criteria for a taxonomy of the
various proposals. Section III covers techniques for location
services and Section IV outlines position-based forwarding
strategies. Section V contains a qualitative comparison of
the location services and forwarding strategies discussed.
In Section VI we point out open issues and possible directions of future research. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. Basic Principles and Problems

Before a packet can be sent, it is necessary to determine the position of its destination. Typically, a location
service is responsible for this task. Existing location services can be classi ed according to how many nodes host
the service. This can be either some speci c nodes or all
nodes of the network. Furthermore, each location server
may maintain the position of some speci c or all nodes in
the network. We abbreviate the four possible combinations
as some-for-some, some-for-all, all-for-some and all-for-all
in the discussion of location services in Section III.
In position-based routing, the forwarding decision by a
node is primarily based on the position of a packet's destination and the position of the node's immediate one-hop
neighbors. The position of the destination is contained in
the header of the packet. If a node happens to know a
more accurate position of the destination, it may choose
to update the position in the packet before forwarding it.
The position of the neighbors is typically learned through
one-hop broadcasts. These beacons are sent periodically
by all nodes and contain the position of the sending node.
We can distinguish three main packet-forwarding strategies for position-based routing: greedy forwarding, restricted directional ooding, and hierarchical approaches.
For the rst two, a node forwards a given packet to one
(greedy forwarding) or more (restricted directional ooding) one-hop neighbors that are located closer to the destination than the forwarding node itself. The selection of the
neighbor in the greedy case depends on the optimization
criteria of the algorithm. We will present in Section IV the
diverse strategies that existing algorithms use to make this
selection.

Location Service
some−for−some
some−for−all
all−for−some
all−for−all

Forwarding Strategy

+

restricted directional flooding
greedy forwarding
− next−hop selection
− recovery strategy
hierarchical approaches

Fig. 1. Building blocks and criteria for classi cation

It is fairly obvious that both forwarding strategies may
fail if there is no one-hop neighbor that is closer to the destination than the forwarding node itself. Recovery strategies that cope with this kind of failure are also discussed
in Section IV.
The third forwarding strategy is to form a hierarchy in
order to scale to a large number of mobile nodes. In this paper we investigate two representatives of hierarchical routing that use greedy forwarding for wide area routing and
non-position-based approaches for local area routing.
Figure 1 illustrates the two building blocks { Location
Service and Forwarding Strategy { required for positionbased routing, together with classi cation criteria for the
various existing approaches.
III. Location Services

In order to learn the current position of a speci c node,
the help of a location service is needed. Mobile nodes register their current position with the service. When a node
does not know the position of a desired communication
partner, it contacts the location service and requests that
information. In classic cellular networks, there are dedicated position servers (with well-known addresses) that
maintain position information about the nodes in the network. With respect to the classi cation, this is a some-forall approach since the servers are some speci c nodes, each
maintaining position information about all mobile nodes.
In mobile ad-hoc networks, such a centralized approach
is viable only as an external service that can be reached
via non-ad-hoc means. There are two main reasons for
this. First, it would be diÆcult to obtain the position of
a position server if the server were part of the ad-hoc network itself. This would represent a chicken-and-egg problem: without a position server, it is not possible to get
position information but without the position information,
the server cannot be reached. Second, since an ad-hoc network is dynamic, it might be diÆcult to guarantee that at
least one position server will be present in a given ad-hoc
network.
In the following we concentrate on decentralized location
services that are part of the ad-hoc network.

A. Distance Routing E ect Algorithm for Mobility
Within the Distance Routing E ect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) framework [BCSW98], each node maintains
a position database that stores position information about
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Fig. 2. Distance e ect

each other node that is part of the network. It can therefore be classi ed as an all-for-all approach. An entry in the
position database includes a node identi er, the direction
and the distance to the node, as well as a time value that
indicates when this information was generated. Of course,
the accuracy of such an entry depends on its age.
Each node regularly oods packets to update the position information maintained by the other nodes. A node
can control the accuracy of its position information available to other nodes by i) the frequency with which it sends
position updates (temporal resolution) and ii) by indicating
how far a position update may travel before it is discarded
(spatial resolution). The temporal resolution of sending
updates is coupled with the mobility rate of a node (i.e.,
the higher the speed, the more frequent the updates). The
spatial resolution is used to provide accurate position information in the direct neighborhood of a node and less
accurate information at nodes farther away. The costs associated with accurate position information at very remote
nodes can be reduced since, as the authors argue, \the
greater the distance separating two nodes, the slower they
appear to be moving with respect to each other" (termed
the distance e ect [BCS99]). An example of this `distance
e ect' is given in Figure 2. Assume that in this example
node A is not moving, while nodes B and C are moving
in the same direction at the same speed. From node A's
perspective, the change in direction will be greater for node
B than for node C . The distance e ect allows to have a
low spatial resolution in areas that are far away from the
target node, provided that intermediate hops are able to
update the position information contained in the packet.

B. Quorum-Based Location Service
The concept of quorum systems is well known from in-
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A mobile node sends position update messages to the
nearest backbone node, which then chooses a quorum of
backbone nodes to host the position information. Thus,
node D sends its updates to node 6, which might then
select quorum A with the nodes 1, 2, and 6 to host the
information. When a node S wants to obtain the position
information, it sends a query to the nearest backbone node,
which in turn contacts the nodes of a (usually di erent)
quorum.1 Node 4 might, for example, choose quorum B ,
consisting of nodes 4, 5, and 6, for the query. Since by
de nition the intersection of two quorums is non-empty, the
querying node is guaranteed to obtain at least one response
with the desired position information.
It is important to timestamp position updates, since
some nodes in the queried quorum might have been in
the quorum of previous updates and would then report
outdated position information. If several responses are received, the one representing the most current position update is chosen.
An important aspect of quorum-based position services
is the following tradeo : the larger the quorum sets, the
higher the cost for position updates and queries, but also
the larger the number of nodes in the intersection of two
quorums, which improves resilience against unreachable
backbone nodes. In [HL99] several methods on how to
generate quorum systems with the desired properties are
discussed. In the paper, the authors also show that the
size of the quorum can be kept independent of the number
of nodes by dividing the nodes into sub-sets of a constant
size. An individual virtual backbone is constructed for each
of these sub-sets.
The quorum-based position service can be con gured to
operate as all-for-all, all-for-some or some-for-some approach, depending on how the size of the backbone and
the quorum is chosen. However, it will typically work as
a some-for-some scheme with the backbone being a small
1 The updates and responses can be multicast to the correspond-

formation replication in databases and distributed systems.
Information updates (write operations) are sent to a subset (quorum) of available nodes, and information requests
(read operations) are referred to a potentially di erent subset. When these subsets are designed such that their intersection is non-empty, it is ensured that an up-to-date version of the sought-after information can always be found.
In [HL99], this scheme is used to develop a location service for ad-hoc networks. We will discuss it by means of
the simple sample network shown in Figure 3. A subset
of all mobile nodes is chosen to host position databases; in
the example, these are nodes one through six. A virtual
backbone is constructed between the nodes of the subset, ing servers in case multicast is supported by the backbone's ad-hoc
routing protocol.
using a non-position-based ad-hoc routing mechanism.

at the position servers for node 29. Its position is stored
in the three surrounding rst-order squares at nodes 36,
Location Updates
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43, and 64. Note that each of these nodes as well as node
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29, are automatically also the ones in their respective rst25
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order square with the ID nearest to 10. Thus, there exists
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a \trail" of descending node IDs from each of the squares of
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all orders to the correct position server. Position queries for
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a node can now be directed to the node with the nearest ID
the querying node knows of. In our example this would be
node 36. The node with the nearest ID does not necessarily
Fig. 4. GLS
know the node sought, but it will know a node with a
nearer node ID (node 29, which is already the sought-after
position server). The process continues until a node that
subset of all available nodes and a quorum being a small has the position information available is found.
subset of the backbone nodes.
Note that a node does not need to know the IDs of its
Other work based on quorums is presented in [Sto99b]. position servers, which makes a bootstrapping mechanism
Here, position information for the nodes is propagated in to discover a node's position servers unnecessary. Position
north-south direction. Whenever a node whose position information is forwarded to a certain position (e.g., the
is unknown has to be contacted, position information is lower left corner) of each element in the quad tree. After
searched in east-west direction until the information is reaching a node close to this position, the position inforfound. While the algorithm described is still at an early mation is forwarded progressively to nodes with closer IDs
stage, it is an interesting idea worth of being studied fur- in a process resembling position queries. This ensures that
ther.
the position information reaches the correct node, where it
is then stored.
C. Grid Location Service
Since GLS requires that all nodes store the information
The Grid Location Service (GLS) [LJC+ 00], [MJK+ 00] on some other nodes, it can be classi ed as an all-for-some
is part of the Grid project [gri]. It divides the area that approach.
contains the ad-hoc network into a hierarchy of squares. In
this hierarchy, n-order squares contain exactly four (n 1)- D. Homezone
order squares, forming a so called quadtree. Each node
Two almost identical location services have been promaintains a table of all other nodes within the local rstposed
independently in [GH99] and [Sto99a]. Both use the
order square. The table is constructed with the help of
concept
of a virtual Homezone where position information
periodic position broadcasts which are scoped to the area
for
a
node
is stored. The position C of the Homezone for a
of the rst-order square.
node
can
be
derived by applying a well-known hash funcAgain, we demonstrate the mechanism by means of a
tion
to
the
node
identi er. All nodes within a disk with
simple example (see Figure 4). To determine where to store
radius
R
centered
at C have to maintain position informaposition information, GLS establishes a notion of near node
tion
for
the
node.
Thus, as in the case of the Grid Posi2
IDs, de ned as the least ID greater than a node's own ID.
tion
Service
,
a
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When node 10 in the example wants to distribute its posiof
a
hash
function
on
which
`sender' and `receiver' agree
tion information, it sends position updates to the respective
without
having
to
exchange
information.
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node with the nearest ID in each of the three surrounding
approaches
are
therefore
also
all-for-some
approaches. If
rst-order squares. Thus, the position information is availthe
Homezone
is
sparsely
populated,
R
may
have to be
able at the nodes 15, 18, 73 and at all nodes that are in
increased,
resulting
in
several
tries
with
increasing
R for
the same rst-order square as 10 itself. In the surroundupdates
as
well
as
queries.
ing three second-order squares, again the nodes with the
nearest ID are chosen to host the node's position; in the
IV. Forwarding Strategies
example these are nodes 14, 25, and 29. This process is
repeated until the area of the ad-hoc network has been A. Greedy Packet Forwarding
covered. The \density" of position information for a given
Using greedy packet forwarding, the sender of a packet
node thus decreases logarithmically with the distance from includes the approximate position of the recipient in the
that node.
packet. This information is gathered by an appropriate loAssume now that node 78 wants to obtain the position cation service, e.g., one of those described above. When an
of node 10. It should therefore locate a 'nearby' node that intermediate node receives a packet, it forwards the packet
knows about the position of node 10. In the example this is to a neighbor lying in the general direction of the recipient.
node 29. While node 78 does not know that node 29 holds Ideally, this process can be repeated until the recipient has
the required position, it is able to discover this information. been reached.
To see how this process works, it is useful to take a look
Generally, there are di erent strategies a node can use
2 ID numbers wrap around after the highest possible ID.
to decide to which neighbor a given packet should be forQuery
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warded. These are illustrated in Figure 5, where S and D sion range. Greedy routing therefore has reached a local
denote the source and the destination nodes of a packet, re- maximum from which it cannot recover.
spectively. The circle with radius r indicates the maximum
transmission range of S . One intuitive strategy is to forD
ward the packet to the node that makes the most progress
towards (is closest to) D. In the example this would be
node C . This strategy is known as most forward within r
(MFR) [TK84]; it tries to minimize the number of hops a
packet has to traverse in order to reach D.
S
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Fig. 6. Greedy routing failure
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Fig. 5. Greedy routing strategies

MFR is a good strategy in scenarios where the sender of
a packet cannot adapt the signal strength of the transmission to the distance between sender and receiver. However,
in [HL86] it is shown that a di erent strategy performs better than MFR in situations where the sender can adapt its
signal strength. In nearest with forward progress (NFP),
the packet is transmitted to the nearest neighbor of the
sender which is closer to the destination. In Figure 5 this
would be node A. If all nodes employ NFP, the probability
of packet collisions will be reduced signi cantly. Therefore
the average progress of the packet, calculated as p  f (a; b)
where p is the likelihood of a successful transmission without a collision and f (a; b) is the progress of the packet when
successfully forwarded from a to b, is higher for NFP than
for MFR.
Another strategy for forwarding packets is compass routing, which selects the neighbor closest to the straight line
between sender and destination [KSU99]. In the example
this would be node B . Compass routing tries to minimize
the spatial distance that a packet travels.
Finally, it is possible to let the sender randomly choose
one of the nodes closer to the destination than itself and
forward the packet to that node [NK84]. This strategy
minimizes the accuracy of information needed about the
position of the neighbors and it reduces the number of operations required to forward a packet.
Unfortunately, greedy routing may fail to nd a path between sender and destination, even though one does exist.
An example of this problem is depicted in Figure 6. In
this gure the half-circle around D has the radius of the
distance between S and D, and the circle around S shows
the transmission range of S . Note that there exists a valid
path from S to D. The problem here is that S is closer to
the destination D than any of the nodes in its transmis-

To counter this problem it has been suggested that the
packet should be forwarded to the node with the least backward (negative) progress [TK84] if no nodes can be found
in the forward direction. However, this raises the problem of looping packets, which cannot occur when packets
are forwarded only towards the destination with positive
progress. Other researchers proposed not to forward packets which have reached a local maximum at all [HL86].
The face-2 algorithm [BMSU99] and the perimeter routing strategy of the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
Protocol (GPSR) [Kar00], [KK00] are two very similar recovery approaches based on planar graph traversal. Both
are performed on a per-packet basis and do not require the
nodes to store any additional information. A packet enters
the recovery mode when it arrives at a local maximum.
It returns to greedy mode when it reaches a node closer to
the destination than the node where the packet entered the
recovery mode.
Planar graphs are graphs with no intersecting edges. A
set of nodes in an ad-hoc network can be considered a graph
in which the nodes are vertices and an edge exists between
two vertices if they are close enough to communicate directly with each other. The graph formed by an ad-hoc
network is generally not planar (see Figure 7, where the
transmission range of each node contains all other nodes).
In order to construct a connected, planar sub-graph of
the graph formed by the nodes in the ad-hoc network, a
well-known mechanism [Tou80] is employed: an edge between two nodes A and B is included in the graph only if
the intersection of the two circles with radii equal to the
distance between A and B around those two nodes does
not contain any other nodes. For example, in Figure 7 the
edge between A and C would not be included in the planar
sub-graph since B and D are contained in the intersection
of the circles. It is important to realize that the decision
as to whether an edge is within the planar sub-graph can
be made locally by each node, since each node knows the
position of all its neighbors.
Based on the planar sub-graph, a simple planar-graph
traversal is used to nd a path towards the destination.
The general concept is to forward the packet on faces of
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the planar sub-graph, which are progressively closer to the
destination. Figure 8 from [KK00] shows how this traversal is carried out when a packet is forwarded from S towards D in recovery mode. On each face, the packet is
forwarded along the interior of the face by using the right
hand rule: forward the packet on the next edge counterclockwise from the edge on which it arrived. Whenever
the line between source and destination intersects the edge
along which a packet is about to be forwarded, check if
this intersection is closer to the destination than any other
intersection previously encountered. If this is true, switch
to the new face bordering on the edge which the packet
was about to traverse. The packet is then forwarded on
the next edge counterclockwise to the edge it was about to
be forwarded along before switching faces. This algorithm
guarantees that a path will be found from the source to
the destination if there exists at least one such path in the
original non-planar graph.
The header of a packet contains additional information
such as the position of the node where it entered recovery
mode, the position of the last intersection that caused a
face change, and the rst edge traversed on the current
face. Therefore, each node can make all routing decisions
based only on the information about its local neighbors.
This includes the detection of an unreachable destination,
when a packet traverses the rst edge on the current face
for the second time.
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Fig. 9. Example for the expected region in DREAM

of the position information that S has about D, and vmax
is the maximum speed that a node may travel in the adhoc network. Given the expected region, the 'direction
towards D' for the example given in Figure 9 is de ned by
the line between S and D and the angle '. The neighboring
hops repeat this procedure using their information on D's
position. If a node does not have a one-hop neighbor in the
required direction, a recovery procedure has to be started.
This procedure is not part of the DREAM speci cation.

B.2 Location Aided Routing (LAR)
The Location Aided Routing proposal [KV00] does not
de ne a location-based routing protocol but instead proposes the use of position information to enhance the route
B. Restricted Directional Flooding
discovery phase of reactive ad-hoc routing approaches. Reactive ad-hoc routing protocols frequently use ooding as
B.1 DREAM
a means of route discovery. Under the assumption that
In DREAM the sender S of a packet with destination D nodes have information about other nodes' positions, this
will forward the packet to all one-hop neighbors that lie 'in position information can be used by LAR to restrict the
the direction of D'. In order to determine this direction, ooding to a certain area. This is done in a fashion similar
a node calculates the region that is likely to contain D, to that of the DREAM approach.
called the expected region. As depicted in Figure 9, the
When node S wants to establish a route to node D, S
expected region is a circle around the position of D as it computes an expected zone for D based on available posiis known to S . Since this position information may be tion information. If no such information is available LAR
outdated, the radius r of the expected region is set to (t1
is reduced to simple ooding. If location information is
t0 )vmax , where t1 is the current time, t0 is the timestamp available (e.g., from a route that was established earlier)

request zone
D
expected zone

S

Fig. 10. Example of request and expected zones in LAR

a request zone is de ned as the set of nodes that should
forward the route discovery packet. The request zone typically includes the expected zone. Two request zone types
have been proposed in [KV00]: The rst type is a rectangular geographic region. In this case, nodes will forward the
route discovery packet only if they are within that speci c
region. This type of request zone is shown in Figure 10.
The second type is de ned by specifying (estimated) destination coordinates plus the distance to the destination.
In this case, each forwarding node overwrites the distance
eld with its own current distance to the destination. A
node is allowed to forward the packet again only if it is
at most some Æ (system parameter) farther away than the
previous node.

C. Hierarchical Routing
In traditional networks, the complexity each node has to
handle can be reduced tremendously by establishing some
form of hierarchy. Hierarchical routing allows those networks to scale to a very large number of nodes. It is therefore a valid question to ask whether position-based routing
for mobile ad-hoc networks can also bene t from introduction of a hierarchy.
C.1 Terminodes Routing
One approach that combines hierarchical and positionbased routing is part of the Terminodes project [BBC+ 01].
In Terminodes routing a two-level hierarchy is proposed
[BGB00]. Packets are routed according to a proactive distance vector scheme if the destination is close (in terms
of hops) to the sending node. For long-distance routing
a greedy position-based approach is used. Once a longdistance packet reaches the area close to the recipient, it
continues to be forwarded by means of the local routing
protocol. The authors of [BGB00] show by means of simulations, that the introduction of a hierarchy can significantly improve the ratio of successfully delivered packets
and the routing overhead compared to reactive ad-hoc routing algorithms.
In order to prevent greedy forwarding for long distance
routing from encountering a local maximum, the sender includes a list of positions in the packet header. The packet

must then traverse the areas at these positions on its way
to the sender. The packet forwarding between the areas
is done on a purely greedy basis. This approach can be
thought of as position-based source routing. It requires
that the sender knows about appropriate positions leading
to the destination. In Terminodes routing, the sender requests this information from nodes it is already in contact
with (e.g., the nodes that are reachable using the local routing protocol). Once a sender has the information, it needs
to check at regular intervals whether the path of positions
is still valid or can be improved. Therefore Terminodes
long-distance routing contains elements of reactive ad-hoc
routing approaches.
C.2 Grid Routing
A second method for position-based ad-hoc routing containing hierarchical elements is proposed in the Grid [gri]
project. The location proxy technique described in [DM01]
is similar to Terminodes routing: a proactive distance vector routing protocol is used at the local level, while position based routing is employed for long-distance packet
forwarding. In Grid routing, however, the hierarchy is not
only introduced to improve scalability, but also to allow
nodes that do not know their own position to participate
in the ad-hoc network. The main idea is to have at least
one position-aware node in each area where the the proactive distance vector protocol is used. The position-aware
nodes in this area may then be used as proxies: a positionunaware node uses the position of a position-aware node as
its own position. Packets that are addressed to a positionunaware node therefore arrive at a position-aware proxy
and are then forwarded according to the information of
the proactive distance vector protocol.
As a repair mechanism for the greedy long-distance routing a mechanism called Intermediate Node Forwarding
(INF) is proposed in [DM01]. Like in Terminodes routing the idea is to perform position-based source routing. If
a forwarding node has no neighbor with forward progress,
it discards the packet and sends a noti cation to the sender
of the packet. The sender of the packet then chooses a single intermediate position randomly for a circle around the
midpoint of the line between the sender and the receiver.
Packets have to traverse that intermediate position. If the
packet is discarded again, the radius of the circle is increased and another random position is chosen. This is
repeated until the packets are delivered to the destination
or until a prede ned value has been reached and the sender
assumes that the destination is unreachable.
V. Comparisons

In the following we compare the location services and forwarding strategies described in the previous sections. One
key aspect of this comparison is how the individual approaches behave with an increasing number of nodes in the
mobile ad-hoc network. For the remainder of this section
we assume that the density of nodes remains constant when
the number of nodes increases. Therefore the area covered
by the ad-hoc network increases as the number of nodes

increases. Since the expected distance of two uniformly
sampled points within a square of size a  a scales with a
[Gho50], it is expected that the number of hops between
two uniformly sampled participants increases proportional
to the square-root of the increase in nodes.

A. Location Services
Table I shows the location services that have been discussed. The type indicates how many nodes participate
in providing location information and for how many other
nodes each of these nodes maintains location information.
The communication complexity describes the average number of one-hop transmissions that are required to lookup
or update a node's position. The time complexity measures
the average time it takes to perform a position update or
a position lookup. The amount of state required in each
node that maintains the position of other nodes is indicated by the state volume. Some location services provide
localized information by maintaining a higher density or
better quality of position information nearby the position
of the node. This may be important if communication in
an ad-hoc network is mainly local. The robustness of a
location service is considered to be low, medium, or high
depending on whether it takes the failure of a single node,
the failure of a small subset of all nodes, or the failure of
all nodes to render the position of a given node inaccessible. The implementation complexity describes how well
the location service is understood and how complex it is to
implement and test it. This measure is highly subjective
and we explain our rating while discussing each location
service.
DREAM is fundamentally di erent from the other position services in that it requires that all nodes maintain
position information about every other node. The communication complexity of a position update and the position information maintained by each node scales with O(n),
while a position query requires only a local lookup, which is
independent of the number of nodes. The time required to
perform a position update in DREAM is a linear function
of the
p diameter of the network, leading to a complexity of
O( n). Due to the communication complexity for position
updates, DREAM is the least scalable position service and
thus not appropriate for large-scale and general-purpose
ad-hoc networks. However, it also has interesting properties, making it suitable for specialized applications: it is
very robust and provides localized information. Together
with the packet forwarding proposed for DREAM it is an
interesting candidate for certain applications, such as the
local communication between cars in an emergency situation. The operation of DREAM is well understood in
static and dynamic situations and the protocol primitives
can be realized in a straightforward fashion. Therefore we
assigned it a low implementation complexity.
The quorum system requires the same operations for position updates and position lookups. In both cases a constant number of nodes (the quorum) must be contacted.
Each of these messages has a communication complexity
and time complexity that depends linearly on the diame-

p

ter of the network and thus scales with O( n). The state
information maintained in the backbone nodes is constant,
since an individual backbone is formed for a xed number
of nodes. None of these gures includes the management of
the virtual backbone, which is not speci ed in [HL99]. The
general robustness of the approach is medium, since the
position of a node will become unavailable if a signi cant
number of backbone nodes fail. However, this number of
nodes is a parameter that can be freely con gured for the
position service. Furthermore the position information is
kept spatially distributed and independent. Therefore the
robustness seems to be higher than that of GLS or Homezone. A major drawback of the quorum system is its dependence on a non-position based ad-hoc routing protocol
for the virtual backbone, which tremendously increases the
implementation complexity and may compromise the scalability of this approach. However, the two position services
GLS and Homezone can be thought of as specializations of
the quorum system, eliminating this drawback.
GLS and Homezone are similar to each other in that
each node selects a sub-set of all available nodes as position servers. For Homezone, position updates and lookups
need to be sent to the Virtual Home Region (VHR). The
average distance from that region depends linearly on the
diameter of the network and therefore the communication
p
complexity and time complexity of Homezone is O( n).
The state information is constant, since each node should
have a constant number of position servers in its Homezone. The performance of GLS is dependent on how the
communication partners are distributed across the ad-hoc
network. If they are uniformly distributed, the number
of position servers increases logarithmically with the number of nodes. Due to the localized strategy of forwarding
updates and lookups, the communication and time complexity in this case is just a constant
p factor larger than
in Homezone and remains at O( n). The main tradeo between GLS and Homezone is in providing localized
information and in the implementation complexity. GLS
bene ts greatly if the communication partners are close to
each other and therefore outperforms Homezone for local
communication. This is true since nodes in Homezone can
be hashed to a distant VHR, leading to increased communication and time complexity, as well as problems if the
VHR of a node cannot be reached. At the same time, the
behavior of GLS in a dynamic environment and in the presence of node failures is more diÆcult to control than that
of Homezone. Summarizing, both GLS and Homezone are
very promising approaches for position services in generalpurpose ad-hoc networks.

B. Forwarding Strategies
Table II presents the forwarding strategies together with
their evaluation criteria. The type describes the fundamental strategy used for packet forwarding. The communication complexity indicates the average number of one-hop
transmissions that is required to send a packet from one
node to another node under the assumption that the position of the destination is known. The forwarding strate-

Criterion
Type
Communication Complexity (Update)
Communication Complexity (Lookup)
Time Complexity (Update)
Time Complexity (Lookup)
State Volume
Localized Information
Robustness
Implementation Complexity
Abbreviations:
n=Number of Nodes
c=Constant

DREAM
All-for-All
O(n)
O(cp)
O( n)
O(c)
O(n)
Yes
High
Low

Quorum System
Some-for-Some
O(p
n)
O(p
n)
O(p
pn)
O ( n)
O(c)
No
Medium
High

GLS
All-for-Some
O(p
n)
O(p
n)
O(p
pn)
O( n)
O(log(n))
Yes
Medium
Medium

Homezone
All-for-Some
O (p
n)
O (p
n)
O (p
pn)
O ( n)
O(c)
No
Medium
Low

TABLE I

Characteristics of the presented location services
gies tolerate di erent degrees of inaccuracy with regard to
the position of the receiver. This is re ected by the tolerable position inaccuracy criterion. Furthermore, the requires
all-for-all location service criterion shows whether the forwarding strategy requires an all-for-all location service in
order to work properly. The robustness of an approach
is high if the failure of a single intermediate node does
not prevent the packet from reaching its destination. It is
medium if the failure of a single intermediate node might
lead to the loss of the packet but does not require the set up
of a new route. Finally, the robustness is low if the failure
of an individual node might result in packet loss and the
setting up of a new route. By de nition, the position based
strategies described in this paper do not maintain routes
and therefore have at least medium robustness. As for the
location service, the implementation complexity describes
how complex it is to implement and test a given forwarding
strategy. This measure is highly subjective and we explain
our rating while discussing each forwarding strategy.
Greedy forwarding ispboth eÆcient, with a communication complexity of O( n), and very well suited for use
in ad-hoc networks with a highly dynamic topology. The
face-2 algorithm and the perimeter routing of GPSR are
currently the most advanced recovery strategies. The only
drawback of the current greedy approaches is that the position of the destination needs to be known with an accuracy of a one-hop transmission range, otherwise the packets
cannot be delivered. The robustness is medium since the
failure of an individual node may cause the loss of a packet
in transit, but it does not require setting up a new route, as
would be the case in topology-based ad-hoc routing. Due
to the inclusion of a repair strategy like face-2 or perimeter routing we consider the dynamic behavior and, thereby,
the implementation e ort to be of medium complexity.
The authors of GPSR have conducted a quantitative
evaluation of the performance of their algorithms in a dynamic environment and compared it to Dynamic Source
Routing (DSR) [JM96]. DSR is a reactive routing protocol
for ad-hoc networks which has been shown to be superior
to many other existing reactive ad-hoc routing protocols
in [BMJ+ 98]. The evaluation shows that GPSR performs

better than DSR with regards to almost all criteria, including fraction of packets successfully delivered, and routing
protocol overhead. However, these simulations did not include the traÆc and time required to look up the position
of the destination. It was also assumed that the position
of the destination is accurately known by the sender.
Restricted directional ooding, as in DREAM and LAR
has a communication complexity of O(n) and therefore
does not scale to large networks with a high volume of data
transmissions. One di erence between DREAM and LAR
is that in DREAM it is expected that intermediate nodes
update the position of the destination when they have better information than the sender of the packet. This is not
done in LAR. The consequences are that DREAM packet
forwarding requires and makes optimal use of an all-forall location service while LAR can work with any location
service but does not bene t as much from an all-for-all location service if one is used. Both approaches are very
robust against the failure of individual nodes and position
inaccuracy, and they are very simple to implement. As
mentioned above, this quali es them for applications that
require a high reliability and fast message delivery for very
infrequent data transmissions.
Terminodes and Grid routing both provide hierarchical
approaches to position-based ad-hoc routing. For the long
distance-routing both use a greedy approach and therefore have characteristics similar to those of greedy forwarding. However, due to the usage of a non-position-based approach at the local level, they are more tolerant of position
inaccuracy on the one hand, while being signi cantly more
complex to implement on the other hand. Grid routing
allows position-unaware nodes to use position-aware nodes
as proxies in order to participate in the ad-hoc network,
while for Terminodes a GPS free positioning service has
been developed. The probabilistic repair strategy proposed
by Grid is simpler and requires less state information than
that of Terminodes. On the other hand it may fail in cases
where the Terminodes succeeds in nding a path from the
sender to the destination.

Criterion
Type

Greedy
Greedy

Grid
Hierarchical

Transmission
Range
No

LAR
Restricted Directional
Flooding
O(n)
Expected
Region
No

Terminodes
Hierarchical

O(pn)

DREAM
Restricted Directional
Flooding
O(n)
Expected
Region
Yes

Communication Complexity
Tolerable Position
Inaccuracy
Requires All-for-All
Location Service
Robustness
Implementation Complexity
Abbreviations:
n=Number of Nodes

O(pn)

O(pn)

Medium
Medium

High
Low

High
Low

Medium
High

Medium
High

Short-Distance
Routing Range
No

Short-Distance
Routing Range
No

TABLE II

Characteristics of the presented forwarding strategies

VI. Directions of Future Research

In the previous sections it has been shown that there are
quite a number of di erent approaches to realizing location services and to performing position-based packet forwarding. However, there still exist a number of issues and
problems that need to be addressed in future research.
While we have provided a qualitative discussion of the
current approaches, it is of great importance to investigate them also on a quantitative level. For non-positionbased approaches such evaluations have been performed in
[BMJ+ 98] and [DCY00] with very interesting results. It
can be expected that a quantitative comparison will yield
more information on the strengths and weaknesses of the
individual approaches and on potential improvements.
As discussed in the previous section, GLS and Homezone
seem to be the most universally useful position services.
Both are all-for-some approaches, and both make use of a
hash function to identify the nodes that hold the position
information about a given node. It will be a challenging
task for future research to ensure that this hashing works
properly in the face of very dynamic networks. Also it is
conceivable to develop all-for-some location services that
do not use hashing. For example, one could use probabilistic methods, which may have better properties in very
dynamic network environments.
There is one very important aspect of location services
which is not considered by any existing approach: the problem of ensuring anonymity. When a persistent node identi er can be readily associated with its position, location
privacy is hard to achieve.This is a major issue that needs
to be addressed by future location services and forwarding
strategies.
The strategies for position-based packet forwarding have
been the subject of research since the mid-sixties. Greedy
forwarding seems to be the method of choice for regular
data, being both eÆcient and very well suited for ad-hoc
networks with a highly dynamic topology. Future research
is likely to concentrate on two issues: the strategy employed
to choose the next hop that a packet is forwarded to, and
the repair mechanism used when greedy packet forwarding fails. The choice of the next hop depends decisively
on the service provided by the wireless hardware. If it is

possible to adapt the strength of the transmission signal
to the distance between two communication partners, then
a strategy like NFP should be employed. Otherwise MFR
seems to have an edge. While face-2 and perimeter routing are fairly advanced mechanisms mechanism is it could
be worthwhile to investigate how to prevent very long 'detours' of the packets. Also it would be interesting to gain a
better understanding of how the recovery strategies behave
when the topology of the network changes while a packet is
being forwarded using the right hand rule. One additional
topic that seems to be interesting is how to make greedy
routing more tolerant of inaccurate position information.
As ad-hoc networks become more common, it is very
likely that connectivity among the individual ad-hoc networks, as well as connectivity of any given ad-hoc network
and the global Internet will be desired. Most likely this will
require the introduction of hierarchies, as has been done in
the Terminodes and Grid projects. However, since the position of individual nodes in an ad-hoc network will change
much more frequently than the position of the ad-hoc networks themselves, it could be argued that a hierarchical
approach should use a location-based approach at the local level and topology-based routing over long distances
and for Internet integration. It is also conceivable that a
three level hierarchy could be used. At the lowest layer
a proactive routing protocol could be employed to aggregate a small number of nodes and increase the robustness
against positional errors. At the next layer a position based
approach might be used that scales well to ad-hoc networks
with numerous participants. Finally the third layer would
use proactive or reactive approaches to connect the ad hoc
networks with each other and with the global Internet.
VII. Summary

In this paper we have presented a survey on positionbased routing for mobile ad-hoc networks. It was shown
that the task of routing packets from a source to a destination can be separated into two distinct aspects: (1) discovering the position of the destination and (2) the actual
forwarding of packets, based on this information.
We examined four location services for position discovery. In DREAM, the position information is ooded in

the network. The time between ooding depends on the
mobility of the node, while the range of each ooding is
chosen so that nearby nodes are updated much more frequently than nodes farther away. Quorum-based position
discovery requires to identify overlapping groups of participants. Updates are transmitted to one of those groups and
position queries are directed to another one. Since groups
overlap the required information is available in each group.
The GLS approach works by hashing the ID of a node on
the IDs of so-called location servers. These location servers
are updated by the destination node with regard to its own
position and are queried by the source nodes that want to
contact the destination node. Finally, the Homezone algorithm requires that the ID of a node be hashed on a position. All nodes close to this position are informed about
the position of the node and provide this information to
sources that want to contact it.
Forwarding packets based on position information was
separated into three distinct areas. Greedy routing works
by forwarding packets in the direction of the destination.
If a local maximum is encountered, a repair strategy such
as face-2 or GPSR's perimeter routing can be used to avoid
dropping the packet. In restricted directional ooding, as
used by DREAM and LAR, the packets are broadcasted
in the general direction of the destination. On their way,
the position information in the packets may be updated
if a node has more current information about the destination's position. LAR di ers from DREAM in that it uses
the position information only to set up a route in an efcient manner. The actual data packets are routed with
a position-independent protocol. In the Terminodes and
Grid projects, routing is done hierarchically by means of
a position-independent protocol at the local level and a
greedy variant at the long-distance level.
We provided a qualitative evaluation of the presented
approaches. Based on this evaluation, we argued that allfor-some location services, such as Homezone and GLS,
in combination with greedy packet forwarding, is the most
promising strategy for general purpose position-based routing in mobile ad-hoc networks. Approaches like DREAM
and LAR could be used in situations where a small number
of packets needs to be transmitted very reliably. Finally, we
identi ed a number of research opportunities which could
lead to further improvements, such as privacy and probabilistic methods for location services.
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